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Your horse will love the BEMER!

IS YOUR HORSE

INJURED? DOES IT
HAVE A BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM?

GIVE YOUR HORSE THE BENEFIT OF BIO ELECTRO MAGNETIC THERAPY
TREATMENTS WITH THE BEMER (EQUINE) VET
BEMER is a deep-seated cell rejuvenating therapy which not only improves the
performance and vitality levels of healthy horses, but which treats the following
and many more ailments with dramatic results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degenerative disorders of the supporting apparatus and locomotor system
In particular, joint diseases, back musculature diseases, acute and chronic
tendonitis tendovaginities
Fractures, distortions (sprains), contortions (contusions), luxations (dislocations),
Tendon/ligament injuries
Hematoma and delayed wound healing
Circulatory disturbances
Constipation/disturbed digestion
Laming
Nervousness before sporting events
Impairments of the functional capacity
Behavioural problems; often stemming from minor aches and pains

BEMER Therapy Explained:
The BEMER VET therapy device was developed 20 years ago in 1998 under the auspices
of Professor Dr. Wolf A Kafka from University of Munich which is affiliated to the
prestigious Max Planck Institute in Germany. Prof. Kafka developed a breakthrough,
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internationally acclaimed and patented means of effectively applying pulsed
electromagnetic field therapy in such a way that a non-invasive, gentle and holistic
treatment became possible for the first time---BEMER therapy.
The BEMER therapy is science-based and clinically proven in terms of consistent, high
efficacy results and is explainable in terms of basic bio chemical processes. Biological
systems are, as a rule, open systems which derive their functionality and lifecharacteristic by means of an interaction or metabolism with oxygen, nutrients, light
energy from the sun and the geomagnetic field. Hence energy is supplied to an organism
from external sources which in turn cause complex interactions at cellular level between
the different forms of energy. The BEMER VET therapy was developed and tested to
recognize this vital energy-interaction.
Magnetic Field Therapy has been around for centuries and consists of a large number of
diverse treatments. Some are applied by means of permanent magnets such as magnetic
bracelets, point magnets placed on strategic points on the body, permanent magnet
equipped mattresses, diverse electro magnets in form of coils etc., to provide just some
examples. Although their benefits are probably
positive, these are marginal
and
they
are
medically
insignificant.
The BEMER changed all that in 1998. With
BEMER and the BEMER VET device, pulsed
electromagnetic field therapy came of age both
in human applications and in veterinarian
applications by being clinically and scientifically
sound, consistent and with relatively high
efficacy. Suddenly the state of the art BEMER
approach lifted the “fog of ignorance of why it worked, inconsistency in the therapeutic
results and the medical acceptability due to lack of clinical trials” with respect to
electromagnetic field therapy.
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Uniqueness of BEMER
BEMER is an acronym and stands for “Bio-Electro-Magnetic-Energy-Regulation”. The
therapy is a special type of pulsed electromagnetic field therapy and represents a highefficacy treatment for a large number of chronic ailments. BEMER therapy represents an
emerging therapy which will become main stream for reasons articulated below.
Conventional electromagnetic field therapy devices make use of a sinusoidal, trapeze or
rectangular wave shape pulse. The latter pulses are applied ailment-specific and as such
these relatively simple pulses treat only a part of the organism as we now know. However,
BEMER treats all cellular energy-related dysfunctions simultaneously.
By understanding the needs of the organism to balance and equalize all energy deficits
wherever they may occur in the body, an effective bio electromagnetic energy regulation
(B.E.M.E.R.), is achieved with the BEMER VET. Each organism strives to maintain life
and health and to this end, a biological system has to maintain a continuously appropriate
energy balance to maintain its functions and optimum performance.
The objective of biologically effective and supportive electromagnetic fields is to assist
the enablement of regulation of the body’s health energy parameters. The insufficiency
of this energy balance over time results in chronic ailments and dysfunctions. In this case
the organism is not able to muster sufficient self-regulatory means to mobilize the immune
system to fight and eliminate dysfunctions, biological intruders (such as bacteria and
viruses) as well as all sorts of chronic ailments.
BEMER Therapy is thus
not indication-oriented
but
supplies
the
organism with energy in
a holistic fashion to
enable the body to
activate natural selfhealing
and
selfregulating
processes,
irrespective of the
indication. Even if an
organ or function has
deteriorated
considerably due to illness, the energy supplied to the cells through the BEMER therapy
will enable the cell functions to get back to strength and regain full performance.
Hundreds of thousands of BEMER VET users all over the world and tens of
thousands of medical practitioners can confirm the effectiveness of this 20 year
old device. Non-invasive and with no known side-effects, BEMER VET therapy
represents the breakthrough in electromagnetic treatment which the thinking person has
been waiting for.

Approval -- Tested high quality veterinary product
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BEMER VET complies with the basic requirements of the EC guideline on medicinal
products 93 / 42 EWG Annex IV Certificate ISO 9002

Scientific Information
The magnetic intensity of the BEMER VET system lies within the range of the
geomagnetic field of the earth (approximately 50 micro Tesla). This is below the limit of
100 microtesla determined by the World Health Organization to be safe.
•
•
•

BEMER VET Level I is equivalent to B3000 level 3 = 10,5 micro Tesla
BEMER VET Level II is equivalent to B3000 level 6 = 21 micro Tesla
BEMER VET Level IIII is equivalent to B3000 level 10 = 35 micro Tesla

There are no known side effects or contra-indications with the BEMER Vet. For the
skeptics, there are case studies available and the process has been medically proven to
work. Many different horses have been treated for a variety of ailments and there has
been a particularly quick result in muscle injuries as well as swollen joints. The treated
horses have come from different fields such as Show jumping, Dressage and Threephase Eventing, and in almost every case the relief and benefit to the animal has been
obvious, quick and long-lasting.
A major advantage of the BEMER Vet is that a lay person can easily use the equipment
without any medical knowledge, although a sound understanding of the horse and how
its muscular system works is advantageous. Due to the fact that the BEMER Vet is noninvasive, the generated field of the same order of magnitude of the earth’s natural
magnetic field and easy to apply, one cannot do any harm.
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Workings
BEMER VET system supports the organism with the required electromagnetic energy.
The nutrient and oxygen re-absorption into the cells as well as the excretion of metabolic
waste is promoted. Disturbed functions can be normalized and the natural self- healing
powers can be activated by improving the metabolism and the overall bio-energetic
situation. In this manner, the application of BEMER VET counteracts injuries due to
inappropriate strains, lack of movement, and environmental contaminants as efficiently
as possible.

BEMER VET in equine veterinary medicine
Primarily injuries of the locomotor system result from improper keeping of animals.
Special problem zones are determined depending on how the horse is used, e.g. in show
jumpers; disorders of the flexor tendons as well as arthroses of the anterior toe joints, in
military horse’s injuries of the flexor tendons as well as of the fetlocks of the anterior
extremities, and in trotter’s arthroses of the toe joints, flexor tendon injuries, styloid
fractures mainly as fatigue fractures as well as cancerous growth.
Meanwhile, thousands of small and large animals have been successfully treated for the
most varied injuries and illnesses with the electro-magnetic field therapy. Extensive
reports of general experiences are already available for the following clinical syndromes.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Illnesses and malfunction of joints, back muscles and the spine
Fractures, dislocations, stiffness, contusions, swelling and sprains
Slow healing wounds and bruises, laming, constipation/ digestion
Nervousness prior to sporting events/shows, decreased performance
Acute and chronic inflammation, tendonitis, tendovaginities
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•

Circulation and degenerative disorders involving all movement and support
mechanisms, problems with hooves.

THE BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

For small and large animals, non-invasive
Natural, with no side effects or contraindications
Dramatically speeds up healing/recovery time
Supports and improves the effect of other therapies and medication, both
traditional and natural
Excellent success in chronic diseases where other therapies have failed
Progressive veterinarians and caring animal lovers in over 30 countries use the
BEMER VET system as the basic physical therapy for their animals.
BEMER VET system supports the organism
with the required electromagnetic energy. The
nutrient and oxygen re-absorption into the cells
as well as the excretion of metabolic waste is
promoted. Disturbed functions can be
normalized and the natural self- healing powers
can be activated by improving the metabolism
and the overall bio-energetic situation.

In this
manner,
the application of BEMER VET counteracts
injuries due to inappropriate strains, lack of
movement, and environmental contaminants as
efficiently
as possible.

The Modern Horse
Horses in their natural environment are not stationery creatures. They are in constant
motion and are created for movement. Like modern man, horses, even those used in
sports and leisure time, also suffer nowadays from insufficient and incorrect movement.
They often stand for long periods in narrow confined boxes, sometimes for as much as
18 – 23 hours per day. And when they are exercised, consideration is not given to correct
warm-up activities to get the body functioning slowly and correctly prior to hard work, in
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the same way as an athlete warms up prior to intense exercise. Nowadays, only a few
horse owners can take time to give their horse the amount of training which corresponds
to its natural and required need for movement.
Particularly horses used for sports are required to render performances much too early
and too quickly, which they cannot master yet due to their constitution and condition. This
is particularly evident in racehorses that breakdown early during intense training, sport
horses which begin training movements before their bodies and muscular structure are
mature enough to handle the strain and development, as well as leisure horses which are
worked very hard and inconsistently based on their owner’s work schedule.
Help for the Modern Horse
Thanks to Bio-Electro Magnetic Energy Regulation (BEMER) there is an opportunity to
naturally balance these energy deficiencies via special electromagnetic impulses. The
body’s cells can produce more energy when the metabolism is activated. Disturbed
control systems function again, and the self-healing powers are supported. Thus, the
individually optimum state of health and functional capacity can be achieved by the
application of BEMER on a regular basis. The BEMER system is based on the natural
laws of life.

In the simplest terms, bio-electromagnetic therapy
helps to restore performance, vitality and proper
functioning by helping cells regain their natural
healthy state.
YOU, YOUR HORSE AND BEMER THERAPY….
A WINNING COMBINATION!
CONTACT: SUSAN ONeal 240-888-8484
EMAIL: susan.oneal@bemermail.com
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